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Abstract: Key-introduction resistances have reliably an essential issue in various security applications. Recently the 

key exposure problem is proposed. The solution of key exposure problem is that client has to update his key in every 

time which is a new burden to the client. In our drawing, at the time of file uploading, knowledge owner can transfer 

a file in the cloud and Proxy server TPA simply has to hold a client's mystery answer whereas doing while doing all 

these burdensome tasks on behalf of the client. The client simply has to transfer the encoded mystery answer from 

the TPA whereas transferring new documents to the cloud to boot, our configuration likewise enhances the client 

with the capability to encourage settle for the legitimacy of the encoded mystery keys gave by the TPA. If TPA 

detects some corrupted files then it gets over the proxy server to examining system through key presentation 

resistance as easy as possible. The main objective of this paper is to make key transparent by updating keys, the key 

is updated by giving the time validity, and the validity is provided using the time server. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing, as a replacement technology paradigm with promising any, is turning into a lot of and a lot of in 

style today. It will give users with unlimited computing resource. Enterprises and folks will source long computation 

workloads to cloud while not disbursal the additional capital on deploying and maintaining hardware and software 

system. In an existing system, the key exposure drawback as another necessary drawback is in cloud storage 

auditing. The matter itself is non-trivial naturally. Once the client’s secret key for storage auditing is exposed to 

cloud, the cloud is ready to simply hide the information loss incidents for maintaining its name, even discard the 

client’s information seldom accessed for saving the cupboard space .Cloud storage auditing protocol with key-

exposure resilience by change the user’s secret keys sporadically during this approach, the injury of key exposure in 

cloud storage auditing are often reduced however it conjointly brings in new native burdens for the consumer as a 

result of the consumer needs to execute the key update algorithmic rule in on every occasion amount to form his 

secret key move forward. We have a tendency to show the system model for cloud storage auditing with verifiable 

outsourcing of key update. There are 3 parties within the model: the consumer, the cloud and also the third party 

auditor (TPA). The consumer is that the owner of the files that are uploaded to cloud. the full size of those files isn't 

mounted, that is, the consumer will transfer the growing files to cloud in several time points.. 
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 Key-exposure resistance has always been an important issue for in-depth cyber defense in many security applications. To 

address the challenge, existing solutions all require the client to update his secret keys in every time period, which may 

inevitably bring in new local, burdens to the client, especially those with limited computation resources such as mobile phones. 

In existing system not provide the full security of cloud data.  In this system, once the client’s secret key for storage auditing is 

exposed to cloud, the cloud is able to easily hide the data loss incidents for maintaining its reputation, even discard the client’s 

data rarely accessed for saving the storage space. In most of the previous systems, They propose a novel integrity auditing 

scheme for cloud data sharing services characterized by multi-user modification, public auditing, high error detection 

probability, efficient user revocation as well as practical computational/communication auditing performance. . 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM DISADVANTAGES 

 Key Exposure problem. 

 Provide less security to the user’s data. 

 Burdens of key updates to the client. 

 Limited computing resources. 

 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The key exposure problem, as another important problem in cloud storage auditing, has been considered recently. 

The problem itself is non-trivial by nature. Once the client’s secret key for storage auditing is exposed to cloud, the 

cloud is able to easily hide the data loss incidents for maintaining its reputation, even discard the client’s data rarely 

accessed for saving the storage space. Constructed a cloud storage auditing protocol with key exposure resilience by 

updating the user’s secret keys periodically. In this way, the damage of key exposure in cloud storage auditing can 
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be reduced. But it also brings in new local burdens for the client because the client has to execute the key update 

algorithm in each time period to make his secret key move forward. For some clients with limited computation 

resources, the paper might not like doing such extra computations by themselves in each time period. It would be 

obviously more attractive to make key updates as transparent as possible for the client, especially in frequent key 

update scenarios.  

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 The system model for cloud storage auditing with verifiable outsourcing of key updates in Fig 3.1 There are three 

parties in the model: the client, the cloud and the third-party auditor (TPA). The client is the owner of the files that 

are uploaded to cloud. The total size of these files is not fixed, that is, the client can upload the growing files to 

cloud in different time points. The cloud stores the client’s files and provides download service for the client. The 

TPA plays two important roles: the first is to audit the data files stored in cloud for the client; the second is to update 

the encrypted secret keys of the client in each time period. The TPA can be considered as a party with powerful 

computational capability or a service in another independent cloud. Similar to, the whole lifetime of the files stored 

in cloud is divided into T + 1 time periods (from 0-th to T -th time periods). Each file is assumed to be divided into 

multiple blocks. In order to simplify the description, do not furthermore divide each block into multiple sectors in 

the description of our protocol. In the end of each time period, the TPA updates the encrypted client’s secret key for 

cloud storage auditing according to the next time period. But the public key keeps unchanged in the whole time 

periods. The client sends the key requirement to the TPA only when he wants to upload new files to cloud. And then 

the TPA sends the encrypted secret key to the client. After that, the client decrypts it to get his real secret key, 

generates authenticators for files, and uploads these files along with authenticators to cloud. In addition, the TPA 

will audit whether the files in cloud are stored correctly by a challenge-response protocol between it and the cloud at 

regular time. I have formalized the definition and the security model of the cloud storage auditing protocol with 

verifiable outsourcing of key updates. I am also going to prove the security of our protocol in the formalized security 

model and justify its performance by concrete implementation. 
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VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTUR 

 

Figure 1 System Architecture 

CONCLUSION 

 

I have Conclude that how to outsource key updates for cloud storage auditing through key exposure resilience. First 

I will propose cloud storage auditing protocol by verifiable outsourcing of key updates. In this protocol, key updates 

are out sourced to the TPA and are transparent for the client. In addition, the TPA only sees the encrypted version of 

the client’s secret key, as the client can further verify the validity of the encrypted secret keys when downloading 

them from the TPA. That offers the formal security proof and the performance simulation of the proposed scheme. 

And we used proxy server to recover file if auditing result fail. Then TPA recover file from proxy server and send 

result to the user.. 
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